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onlinedigitalexhibitions



whatare the
advantages
of digital
exhibitions?

• Help to promote the cultural heritage preserved by institutions

• Are a learning tool which helps to increase knowledge

• Canmake accessible an amount of documents and items that ismuch greater
thanwhat any physical exhibition could evermanage to display

• Canmake accessible to the public themost valuable and fragile works and documents,
without putting the national and international cultural heritage at risk

• Help users to enjoy documents andworks that may not be accessible otherwise

•Make it possible to view parts and details of works that could not otherwise be seen,
not even through the direct observation of the original

• Remain accessible over time, since they are not limited to the duration of the actual event

• If online, they can be visited by users from all over theworld,whomay not be able
to visit an actual exhibition

• Are dynamic in nature, since they can bemodified even after they have been created,
bothwith regards to planning aspects and to their activities and contents

• Can be enhanced by the contributions of users

• Can be staged evenwith limited budgets, and are less expensive than actual exhibitions

•May serve as an online archive for information related to thematerial exhibition

• Can have positive repercussions on the tourism industry
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In 2010 the Central Institute of theUnion Catalogue of the Italian Libraries
(ICCU), in cooperationwith theTechnological Observatory for the Cultural
Heritage andActivities,out of the desire to cooperate between archives,
libraries andmuseums,set up aworking group of experts at national level
with the objective of drafting guidelines for the creation of online digital
exhibitions.Thiswork resulted in a handbookwhich thanks to the European
project INDICATEwas also translated in English and accompanied
by European good practices:Handbook on virtual exhibitions and virtual
performances, version 1.0 (August 2012).

These guidelines are the result of a detailed analysis of the online
digital exhibition scenario and a benchmarking of the existing tools
for their realization; they contributed to the definition of concepts
and provided recommendations to the cultural institutionswanting
to create digital exhibitions.

After issuing the guidelines and analysing the existing tools – still very
basic – ICCUmade a project proposal namedMOVIO, for the creation of a kit
of technical resources based on the recommendations given in the handbook,
to support cultural public and private institutions in the realization of digital
exhibitions and thematic routes usingmultimedia content suitable to provide
different levels of knowledge to different categories of users and to increase
the visibility of culturalmasterpieces.MOVIOwas one of the sevenwinning
projects funded by theTelecom Italia Foundationwithin a call
for proposals aiming at the valorisation of the invisible heritage.
MOVIO is being further developed,addingmultilingual interfaces,and features
for education and tourismwithin theAthenaPlus project (2013-2015),a CIP
best practice network started inMarch 2013 and ending in August 2015.

introduction
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digitalexhibitionsandthematicroutes
An online digital exhibition is a hypermedia collectionmade up
of digital itemswhich are:
• Linked together by a common thread, an interdisciplinary topic,
a concept, an idea, an anniversary, a special event, or a physical person

• Displayed in 2D and/or 3D
• Occasionally stored in distributed networks
•Made accessible through the potential provided bymodern technologies,
thanks to a system architecture designed to provide user-centered,
absorbing experiences

• Dynamic products that can offer additional services and be updated
periodically

A thematic route is a particular aspect of an online virtual exhibition
that can be:
• An autonomous and independent product
• Away to enhance and enrich the knowledge disseminated through
the digital online exhibitions.

Thematic routes do not claim to be exhaustive, but theymeet the need
to“suggest” to users a possible interpretative framework that will help
them grasp a particular topic and discover new aspects of it.



MOVIO is a kit because it is not just
a software product but contains a set
of tools and services:

an open source software named CMSMOVIO
for the realization of online digital exhibitions

CMSMOVIO formobile devices (microsite):
iPhone and Android smartphones and tablets

MOVIO APP for themobile platforms

MOVIOHUB, an online catalogue of digital
and real exhibitions, available also onMOVIO APP

Online tutorials and interactive training
on the use of the kit and on the implementation
of the guidelines for the creation of online
digital exhibitions

The project keywords are:

Cultural content:MOVIO is tailored to assure
different levels of learning, from the simplest to
themore complex one, inmultiple languages.
All the applications are integrated and embedded
in a comprehensive platform.

Users:MOVIO helps curators to build online
digital exhibitions targeted to different
audiences - the generic user interested in culture,
the teacher, the student, the cultural mediator
- and to interact efficiently with each of them.

Usability:MOVIO is based upon principles
of usability of the offered tools and services,
in line – asmuch as possible –with the
international guidelines on accessibility
(W3C andHTML5).This is why anyone, even
with no or limited technical skills, can easily
useMOVIO.

Multichannel:MOVIO is an innovative tool
exploitable through theweb andmobile
devices (smartphones and tablets)

Open Source:MOVIO is fully open source
to allow the reuse of its technologies

Interoperability:MOVIO is standard-based
and interoperable with existing digital
(cultural) platforms.

Cultural
Content

Users

Usability

Multichannel

Open Source

Interoperability

themovio kit
5
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cmsmovio
CMSMOVIO is a Content Management System that enables
web content creation.
CMSMOVIO is user friendly and can be easily exploited by
many categories of users. It has a set of core functionalities
and building components – or plug-ins – so that it can be easily
expandedwith brand new tools.
CMSMOVIO is unique in the Content Management System
landscape because it has a semantic approach; it can be defined
as a SCMS, that is a Semantic Content Management System.

CMSMOVIO integrates native software and Open Source
components and libraries released by other developers.
After the test phase,CMSMOVIOwill be distributed for free
under anMIT license, a free software license originating
at theMassachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).

The technical requirements
CMSMOVIO implements the LINUX operative system.

The other required software to be installed in conjunction is:
•Web Server:Apache 2.2 or newer, RDBMS:MySQL 5.1 or newer, PHP: 5.3
• PHP extensions PDO,PDO_mysql, dom, libxml, json,GDLib
• CMSMOVIO is based on Glizy, an open source framework developed using PHP that implements
an architecturewhich separates the different layers of the application.

Glizy is a customizable platform, very flexible and scalable, allowing developers to add new
modules and tomodify the existing ones by creating new functional classes and graphic templates.



The back-end ofMOVIO is the areawhere the
curators create andmanage the content of the
digital exhibition.
The back-end offers functionalities tomanage:

the language of the CMS
the multilingualism of the content
the graphical templates
the ontology associated to the digital exhibition
the media archive
the user profiles and the users
the page types and the relative tools available in the CMS

• traditional HTML pages
• different kind of photographic galleries and sliders
• zoom images
• timeline
• interactivemaps
• hotspots on images
• storyteller

the optimization of themeta-tags for SEO
the interoperabilitywithMOVIOHUB andMOVIO APP
some social functions
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ontology
builder
The Ontology Builder is the tool that enables
the curator tomanage the conceptualmap
of the content to be published in the digital
exhibition, and to offer the visitor new and
unexpected paths throughout the exhibition.

TheOntology Builder describes
and creates relations among different
Entities, expressed by verbs; the user
can click on the single Entity and access
a list of resources that can be browsed,
read,navigated and eventually
played (e.g. videos).
Each Entity has a descriptive card produced in the
“Module builder”.This feature allows the curator
to createmetadata describing the content of the
Entity and include textual description, photographic
galleries or other representativemedia.



storyteller
This very innovative tool has been thought
to“tell stories”.Typically, storytelling is composed
of three“ingredients”: the story to be narrated
(in our case through digital contents), the narrator
(in our casewith the support of the curator
who edits the digital story, the audience
(whowill not only visualise the story, but also
add it own comments).

The story is provided as a vertical narrationmade
of different elements,but each elementwill be
connected to forma continuous narrative path.

The storyteller tool provided by CMSMOVIO
is a digital storytelling tool
where the narration can bemade using
a sequence of texts, images, audios and videos,
and enabled user interaction.
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timeline
andgooglemaps
MOVIO integrates TimelineJS, an open source
tool that allows rich and interactive chronologies,
which can be native or imported from aGoogle
spreadsheet. Each element of the chronology
may be enrichedwith video, external links
or images. Consequently, each event becomes
a part of a greater narration.



image galleries
andhot spot
Several types of digital galleries
(slider, slideshow,pageflip,gallery) allow
the curator to valorise images, changing the
visualisation according to editorial needs.

Through the hotspot, the curatormay
select some elements of a single image,
and highlight them.Themarked spotmay
be linked to a tooltipwith some piece
of information, to another section of the
digital exhibition or to external websites.

11
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exhibitions’card
Before the publication of a digital exhibition,
the curatormay fill in an exhibition card (either
for the digital exhibition or the connected real
exhibition - if any).These information cards are
useful for the final user and for the curator alike.
Theywill feed theweb serviceMOVIOHUB:
the catalogue of all digital exhibitions realised
with CMSMOVIO.



moviohub
MOVIOHUB is aweb service acting as a catalogue
of all digital exhibitions realisedwith CMSMOVIO,
whose information is imported automatically
through interoperability procedures.But it is not
only that! By registering in the service,also
institutionswhodid not realise digital exhibitions
withMOVIO,may advertise their physical
exhibitions.Theymay fill in basic information
forms,enrichedwith trailers and digitalmedia,
which can be enrichedwith users’reviews.This
servicewill also be available through a dedicated
APP,customised for tablet and smartphone.

Nearme: this function shows all exhibitions
available in the surroundings of the user
or around the point selected by himon themap.

Booking:MOVIOHUB includes amodule,
throughwhich the usermay book a visit
in one of the institutions hosting an exhibition.

Agenda:a calendar of the ongoing exhibitions.

Search: it is possible tomake a search in the
main fields of the exhibitions cards.The results
will showdigital exhibitions and real exhibitions.

Social:MOVIOHUB integrates the possibility
to share exhibitions and contents onTwitter
and Facebook,and also to ’like’an item.

Multilingualism:MOVIOHUB supports
multilingualismand allows the visualisation
of exhibitions in the original language and in the
English languagewhen a translation is available.
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MOVIOAPP is the framework for the creation ofmobile applications,
based on the digital exhibitions createdwith CMSMOVIO.

The application generatedwithMOVIOAPP is a digital guide
of an exhibition that can distributed on the stores for Android
and AppleStore platforms.These apps can be also browsed off-line
and updated directly from the server.They implement the
usual features of touch devices, like tap, swipe,pinch etc.,
and new specific functions thatmake the use ofMOVIO
unique alsowith smartphones and tablets thanks to the
embedding ofmaps, the geolocalisation of the digital
resources and the possibility of sharing content with friends.

MOVIOAPP has specific features that facilitate the enjoyment
of cultural content like conceptualmaps,photographic galleries,
timeline,and storyteller.

All these tools are integratedwith themost common social
networks and enable the possibility of publishing comments
and general user feedback.

movio app
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What isMOVIO?
MOVIO is an open source kit that enables the realisation of virtual exhibitions.

MOVIO is for…
…everyone!Museums,archives, libraries,public and private institutions, cultural associations,
schools,universities, students and researchers aswell as any other individual user.

I’mnot IT skilled:can I useMOVIO?
Of course.You can realise a virtual exhibitionwithMOVIOwithout any specific IT skill;
only if youwish to customise the software and the templates youneed specific expertise.
What you really need is a particular care for the content in your exhibition,whichmust be
providedwith a clear and simple language,suitable to theweb communication.

Howcan I learnaboutMOVIO?
The information and the tutorials aboutMOVIO are onhttp://wiki.athenaplus.eu
• general info
• software available versions
• installation requirements
• the usermanual in .pdf format
• the video-tutorials
• the announcements of the training courses
• how to subscribe to themailing list of theMOVIOuser community

Howcan I improveMOVIO?
Include cards on real and digital exhibitions inMOVIOHUB,an international catalogue
of digital and physical exhibitions.
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Training
info
http://wiki.athenaplus.eu
http://www.athenaplus.eu
info@athenaplus.eu
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AthenaPlus coordinator
Istituto centrale per il catalogo unico
delle biblioteche italiane
Viale Castro Pretorio 105
www.athenaplus.eu

General coordinator
Rossella Caffo

Technical Coordinator
Maria Teresa Natale


